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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the InternetPrentice Hall, 2001
A great resource for the inexperienced cybertraveler. Introduces you to Web multimedia, gopher, chat, and telnet and teaches you how to create your own Web page. Previous edition c1999. Softcover.

       Easily accessible and fun overview of everything the Internet  has to offerThe new edition weeds out some coverage of lesser used...
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Nietzsche's Protestant Fathers: A Study in Prodigal ChristianityRoutledge, 2018

	
		Nietzsche was famously an atheist, despite coming from a strongly Protestant family. This heritage influenced much of his thought, but was it in fact the very thing that led him to his atheism? This work provides a radical re-assessment of Protestantism by documenting and extrapolating Nietzsche’s view that Christianity dies...
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Professional UML with Visual Studio .NETWrox Press, 2002
If you want to use Visio for Enterprise Architects to quickly design and create enterprise software, this is the book for you.
The integration of Visual Studio .NET Enterprise Architect and Visio for Enterprise Architects is a formidable combination. Visio offers powerful diagramming capabilities, including such things as creating UML models,...
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Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3Packt Publishing, 2012

	If you think you need to create a "mobile" version of your website—think again! A responsive web design provides one design that looks great on smart phone, desktop, and everything in-between. It will effortlessly respond to the size of the user's screen, providing the best experience possible for both today's and...
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Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
 The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE TM) offers great promise for dramatically improving the way that enterprise applications are built, and organizations that have adopted the J2EE are gaining a competitive advantage. The industry-standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) has helped countless organizations achieve software...
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The basic handbook: Encyclopedia of the basic computer languageCompusoft, 1981
When the 1st Edition of The BASIC Handbook was released in 1978. I was pleasantly overwhelmed by the response. It is with great pleasure (and a bit of modest pride) that I offer this greatly expanded and revised 2nd Edition.

The BASIC language has changed in many ways since 1978. With each new computer came new words, and with each new...
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The OPEN Process Framework: An IntroductionAddison Wesley, 2001
The OPEN Process Framework provides a template for generating flexible, yet disciplined, processes for developing high-quality software and system applications within a predictable schedule and budget.  Using this framework as a starting point, you can create and tailor a process to meet the specific needs of the project.
If you are a project...
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C#: Your Visual Blueprint for Building .Net Applications (With CD-ROM)Visual, 2001
Each step in this book is displayed with callouts to help you see exactly where the action takes place on the screen. This book covers over 100 tasks, including using attributes, operators, and classes; documenting code with XML, using arrays, building forms, programming Web services, using Windows designers and macros, troubleshooting, and...
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Visual Modeling with Rational Rose 2002 and UML (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
Within the space of just a few years, the Unified Modeling  Language (UML) has emerged as the design medium of choice for developing  large-scale distributed object applications. The UML's standard semantics and  notation for describing object structure and behavior make it particularly well  suited to this function. Augmented by...
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From Techie to Boss: Transitioning to LeadershipApress, 2013

	From Techie to Boss teaches technical people who are making or mulling the transition from team player to team leader all the management techniques and soft leadership skills they never needed before--but need now, pronto. 

	

	Veteran team lead and project manager Scott Cromar lays...
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Designing Visual Interfaces: Communication Oriented TechniquesPrentice Hall, 1994
An excellent introduction to the design theories involved in  the creation of user interfaces. Instead of the usual examples and  pictures of computer screens and application menus, Mullet approaches  the concept of UI from its "outside world" roots. With  examples ranging from street signs to corporate logos to the map of  the London...
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Black Firsts: 500 Years of Trailblazing Achievements and Ground-Breaking Events (The Multicultural History & Heroes Collection)Visible Ink Press, 2021

	T

	wenty-seven years ago when Black Firsts broke virgin ground, the pref-

	ace described the struggle encountered in documenting the lives of first

	black achievers. So often we speak of the rich and deep history of African

	Americans and note the anxiety that frequently comes with knowing that

	something important needs to be...
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